[Comparative characteristics of septal "burst" neurons after elimination of afferent effects of the reticular formation in the rabbit].
Comparative analysis of characteristics of rhythmic theta-activity in the neurones of the medial septal nucleus and nucleus of diagonal band was performed in intact rabbits after. i. v. injection of pentobarbital, and in rabbits with chronic lesion of the ascending brain-stem afferent fibers. In both conditions theta-bursts disappeared in some cells with unstable periodic rhythmic modulation; substantial population of the septal units preserved regular burst activity. Main characteristics of theta-bursts were almost identical in both states, their mean frequency decreased to 3.5 Hz. The theta-rhythm in hippocampal EEG was usually absent; but low-frequency rhythmic activity could be evoked by electrical or sensory stimulation as well as by injection of bemegrid or physostigmine. The data show that the ascending brain-stem afferents control: the frequency of the bursts in a population of septal units regarded as bursting pace-maker cells; the total number of the septal cells secondarily (synaptically) involved into rhythmic activity. The effect of pentobarbital upon theta-rhythm results from elimination of these influences upon the septal cells.